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Glass–glass transition during aging
of a colloidal clay
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Colloidal suspensions are characterized by a variety of microscopic interactions, which

generate unconventional phase diagrams encompassing fluid, gel and glassy states and

offer the possibility to study new phase and/or state transitions. Among these, glass–glass

transitions are rare to be found, especially at ambient conditions. Here, through a

combination of dilution experiments, X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy, small angle

X-ray scattering, rheological measurements and Monte Carlo simulations, we provide

evidence of a spontaneous glass–glass transition in a colloidal clay. Two different glassy states

are distinguished with evolving waiting time: a first one, dominated by long-range screened

Coulombic repulsion (Wigner glass) and a second one, stabilized by orientational attractions

(Disconnected House of Cards glass), occurring after a much longer time. These findings

may have implications for heterogeneously charged systems out-of-equilibrium and

for applications where a fine control of the local order and/or long term stability of the

amorphous materials are required.
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R
ecent advances in the study of soft materials have led in the
last decades to a deeper knowledge of equilibrium and non-
equilibrium states and to the discovery of new phases

besides the ones commonly experienced in atomic or molecular
systems. The tunability of colloidal effective interactions1 offers
the possibility to observe unusual phase diagrams2 including
reentrant3,4 or empty liquid5,6 regimes, and multiple arrested
states, such as gels7,8 and glassy states9,10. Of particular interest
are glass–glass transitions3,4,11,12, which are quite rare to be
found, especially at ambient conditions. Normally, these are
triggered by a modification of the effective interparticle
interactions that is obtained though a change of external
parameters. For example, multiple glassy states were first
experimentally observed in suspensions of hard-sphere-like
particles such as sterically stabilized polymethylmethacrylate
particles3 or highly cross-linked microgel particles4, upon
addition of non-adsorbing polymers. In these systems, a glass–
glass transition occurs from the well-known hard sphere glass9,
due to caging in the absence of polymers, to a second glass,
stabilized by the short-range attractive depletion interactions, on
increase of polymer concentration13. The two glasses could then
be distinguished by the different plateau values in their
intermediate scattering functions3,4 and by their markedly
difference rheological properties14.

In the wide panorama of soft matter systems, colloidal clays
have gained increasing attention. In addition to their vast
potential applications, their anisotropic shape and complex
interactions considerably enrich their phase diagram6,15–17 and
make them suitable candidates for self-assembly18. Among these,
Laponite suspensions, widely used in cosmetics, oil industry,
paints, have emerged as intriguing systems with peculiar aging
dynamics and unexpected phase behaviour19–23. Since the
pioneering work of Mourchid et al.24, a notable effort has been
devoted to understand their very rich and debated state diagram.
Different arrested states such as gels and glasses have been
distinguished by varying clay and salt concentration21,23,25,26.
The possible existence of two different types of glasses was first
put forward by Tanaka and coworkers26 on increasing salt
concentration: while a Wigner glass27–29 (dominated by
electrostatic repulsion) was found at low ionic strength, an
attractive glass (where platelets are connected through attractive
bonds) was hypothesized at higher ionic strength. In this picture,
at fixed clay concentration, a glass–glass transition should be
observed on changing the ionic strength. Subsequent experiments
by Jabbari et al.21 indeed found different dynamical behaviours
on increasing salt concentration.

So far, the few glass–glass transitions reported have thus been
observed on changing some key control parameter. At odds with
these previous works, we work at fixed ionic strength, that is, in
salt-free water conditions and at fixed clay concentration
Cw¼ 3.0%. We combine dilution experiments, X-Ray Photon
Correlation Spectroscopy (XPCS), Small Angle X-ray Scattering
(SAXS), rheological measurements and Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations to provide evidence that during aging, without any
change of external conditions, a spontaneous glass–glass transi-
tion takes place. Two different glassy states are distinguished with
evolving waiting time. At first the system arrests, after a waiting
time of the order of hours, into a Wigner glass dominated by
long-range screened Coulombic repulsion in agreement with
previous works26,28,30. However, at much longer waiting time, of
the order of days, a second glass, previously unreported, is found.
This is stabilized by orientational attractions between clay
platelets and we propose to name it Disconnected House of
Cards (DHOC) glass. The DHOC glass is different from the
attractive glass proposed by Tanaka et al.26, since it takes place at
low ionic strength where salt ions do not completely screen the

negative charges of platelets giving rise to a net effective
Coulombic repulsion among them. Therefore, while the nature
of the attraction in both cases should be the same, originating
from the presence of oppositely-signed charges on the platelet
surface, platelets in the DHOC glass have to overcome a net
repulsive barrier to get into contact hence remaining largely
disconnected. Moreover, in the slow evolution of the
microstructure in search for low-energy configurations, platelets
rearrange into locally ordered structures with preferred T-shape
in order to maximize the face-rim attraction, which takes place
also at large distances. The reported glass–glass transition,
originating from the competition between electrostatic repulsion
and orientation-dependent attraction both acting at long range, is
not a specific property of the investigated system but should be a
generic feature of heterogeneously charged systems when driven
out-of-equilibrium.

Results
Dilution experiments. Recently, dilution experiments have been
used to identify30 that the arrested state at 2.0% r Cw r3.0% is
compatible with the formation of a Wigner glass27, that is, a glass
stabilized by the long-range electrostatic repulsion between
disconnected platelets. A similar dilution experiment on the
Wigner glass exploring longer waiting times is reported here, with
the discovery of a new and unexpected phenomenon. In Fig. 1a–l
we compare the evolution of the arrested state (G), when
deionized dyed water (L) is added (as in ref. 30) 1 day (a), 2 days
(b), 3 days (c) and 4 days (d) after the arrest takes place. An initial
identical situation for the four cases is observed (Fig. 1a–d). On
addition of water, the arrested states in Fig. 1a,b start to fluidify
with time (Fig. 1e,f) finally reaching a liquid state (Fig. 1i,j). On
the contrary, the arrested states of the samples in Fig. 1c,d do not
show any macroscopic change of their solid like state
(Fig. 1g,h,k,l). The two different behaviours suggest that while
the arrested states in panels a and b (water added before 3 days)
are dominated by repulsion–which develops immediately after
the sample is prepared–and therefore are fluidified by the
addition of water, the arrested states in panels c and d (water
added after 3 days) have evolved into something different than a
simple Wigner glass. We note that the time required for a sample
at this concentration to age to the glassy state is of the order of
hours; hence, this new transition occurs on a much longer
timescale, when the system is already non-ergodic. Therefore an
additional mechanism, probably due to attraction30, has
intervened which does not allow the sample to become fluid
any longer upon dilution. The results reported above suggest that
a previously unreported transition occurs in glass Laponite
samples at Cw¼ 3.0% around a critical time tc E3 days.

XPCS measurements. To further investigate this transition, we
performed XPCS measurements at the ID10A beamline at the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). We measured
the intensity autocorrelation functions of Laponite suspensions at
Cw¼ 3.0% for rejuvenated samples as shown in Fig. 1m. The
derived dynamic structure factor f Q; tð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g2 Q; tð Þ� 1

p
is

described by the Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts expression
f(Q, t)Bexp[� (t/t)b] where t is an ‘effective’ relaxation time,
averaging the different relaxations that are simultaneously
present in the system, while the exponent b measures the dis-
tribution of such relaxations. While a stretched behaviour with
bo1 has been reported for spontaneously aged samples at all
waiting times, a surprising behaviour is found for the rejuvenated
samples upon varying the rejuvenation time, tR. Samples
rejuvenated before a certain critical time tc show a stretched
behaviour (bo1) while samples rejuvenated after tc exhibit a
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compressed behaviour (b41) in agreement with a recent study31.
This is shown in the inset of Fig. 1m where the b exponents are
reported for samples rejuvenated before the critical time (squares,
diamonds—black symbols; tRotc) and for samples rejuvenated
after the critical time (stars, triangles, circles—red symbols;
tR4tc). We find this time to be tcE3 days for the studied clay
concentration in agreement with the critical time tc identified
through dilution measurements in Fig. 1a–l. These findings
confirm the existence of two different behaviours below and
above tc also in the dynamical properties of the system.

SAXS measurements. To complement these observations, we
also investigate the structure of rejuvenated samples in order to
assess whether the differences in the dynamics are also accom-
panied by changes in the structure. To this end, static structure
factor measurements have been performed at the SAXS beamline
ID02 at the ESRF. In Fig. 1n, the static structure factors SM (Q) of
a rejuvenated Laponite suspension at concentration Cw¼ 3.0 %
are shown. Two different behaviours, separated by a change of SM

(Q), are found respectively for samples rejuvenated before and
after tc. Indeed, the SM (Q) of samples rejuvenated 1, 2 or 3 days
after preparation (black curves) is similar to that previously
reported for spontaneously aged samples30. On the other hand,
the samples rejuvenated more than 3 days after preparation (red
curves) show a change in SM (Q), which is characterized by a shift
of the main peak to larger wave vectors and by a moderate
increase of the low Q signal, that is, of the compressibility.
In order to pinpoint the structural changes, we consider the

position Qpeak of the first maximum of SM (Q) (QB0.2 nm� 1)
and report its evolution as a function of waiting time in the inset
of Fig. 1n. The data show a jump that signs the transition between
two different structures occurring at a time tcE3 days. However,
we stress that even after the change at tc the average distance
between platelets remains larger than the platelet size (that is,
\30 nm) signalling that platelets are mainly not in contact.

Rheological measurements. To gain information on the macro-
scopic differences between the two glasses, we performed oscil-
latory rheological measurements at different times before and
after tc. For all the investigated times, the elastic modulus G0 is
always bigger (one order of magnitude) than the storage modulus
G00, confirming that the system is in a solid like state. The results
for the elastic modulus G0 as a function of frequency in the
arrested regime are shown in Fig. 1o. At the reported waiting
times, tw it displays an independent frequency behaviour over the
probed frequency range. Interestingly a significant change of the
elastic modulus is found: for times upto roughly 2 days (Wigner
glass) G0 is compatible with the long time behaviour reported in
previous measurements28 (G0 E103 Pa); however, for times above
3 days, G0 is roughly one order of magnitude higher (G0

E104 Pa). Such an increase was found in systems with depletion
interactions when passing from a repulsive to an attractive
glass14,32. This result thus supports the existence of two glasses
with significantly different elastic properties and suggests a crucial
role of attraction for the occurrence of the spontaneous glass–
glass transition observed in Laponite suspensions.
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Figure 1 | Experimental behaviour of glassy Laponite suspensions at concentration Cw¼ 3.0 %. (a–l) Photographic time sequence of a dilution

experiment for Laponite suspensions. The initially glassy sample (G) is added with the same volume of dyed water (L) 1 day (a), 2 days (b), 3 days (c) and

4 days (d) after arrest takes place. The samples a and b (water added before 3 days) start to fluidize (e,f) until the whole sample is completely

liquid (i,j). The samples c and d (water added after 3 days) do not show any macroscopic change of their solid like state (g–k, h–l). (m) XPCS intensity

autocorrelation functions for rejuvenated aqueous Laponite suspensions at different rejuvenation times tR: 2.0 days (squares), 2.7 days (diamonds), 3.3

days (stars), 3.5 days (up triangles), 3.8 days (circles). In the inset, the b exponent is shown as a function of Q. (n) Static structure factor for

rejuvenated aqueous Laponite suspensions at different rejuvenation times tR: 1.8 days (dashed black line), 2.7 days (dotted black line), 3.2 days

(straight black line), 3.7 days (straight red line), 3.8 days (dashed red line), 4.6 days (dotted red line). In the inset, the peak position as a function of the

rejuvenation time tR shows a transition between two different structures. (o) Frequency dependence of the elastic modulus G0 at different waiting

times tw: 0.8 days (down triangles), 2.0 days (squares), 3.2 days (stars) and 3.9 days (circles).
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Discussion of experimental results. All of the above experi-
mental observations, providing information on the microscopic
structure (SAXS) and dynamics (XPCS) as well as on the mac-
roscopic properties (dilution experiments and rheological mea-
surements) of the glass, indicate the existence of two different
behaviours of the arrested state before and after 3 days. Indeed we
have observed a spontaneous transition between two distinct
dynamically arrested states, without an intervening intermediate
(ergodic) state, that is, a glass–glass transition occurring during
the aging process. This suggests a non-trivial interplay between
repulsive and attractive interactions at work in Laponite sus-
pensions. Dilution experiments suggest a change in the nature of
the arrested state with waiting time: a stabilization of the glass
through attractive interaction does not permit to the glass to
fluidify any longer upon addition of water. This attractive inter-
action between oppositely charged faces and rims of the platelets,
was already found to play a central role in the formation of a gel
network at lower concentrations on very long timescales6. We
thus conjecture that two separate timescales control the role of
the different interactions: while repulsion is felt almost
immediately after samples are prepared, attraction, due to its
anisotropic nature and to the presence of an effective repulsive
barrier, becomes effective on a much longer timescale30.
Therefore, the novel transition taking place even at high
concentrations (Cw¼ 3.0 %) on a retarded timescale alerts us
on the possible development of attraction even in the Wigner
glass regime at long timescales. The rheological measurements
confirm that the transition occurs between a repulsive-dominated
and an attractive-dominated glass.

Simulations. To gain a microscopic understanding of this
transition and to clarify the nature of the attraction, we have
carried out MC simulations of a simple model of Laponite
platelets which combines both repulsive and attractive
ingredients. Platelets are represented as rigid disks as in refs 6,33,
interacting via an effective potential Vtot, which is the sum of
different contributions.

First, we consider a screened electrostatic repulsion

Vrep ¼ A
expð� r=lÞ

r
ð1Þ

where l is the Debye length and A the repulsion strength that
depends quadratically on the excess effective charge Zex. This
(negative) excess charge results from the balance between
negative and positive charges inhomogeneously distributed on
the platelets. The Debye length and excess effective charge are
fixed as described in the Methods and Supplementary Note 1 (see
also Supplementary Fig. 1).

Secondly, to model the attractive interaction between positive
and negative charges, located respectively on the rim and on the
face of each platelet, we complement the short-range patchy term
Vpatchy used in ref. 6 (see Methods and Supplementary Fig. 2,
and Supplementary Note 2) with a long-range orientational term
Vlr of quadrupolar nature34. The patchy potential amounts to
decorate each platelet with five sites, three located symmetrically
on the rim and two on the opposite faces of the platelet. Site–site
attraction acts only between rim and face sites and is modelled as
a short-ranged square well of depth E. The long-range term is
defined as,

Vlr ¼ � E
r0

r

� �5
½1� cos2ðyÞ� ð2Þ

where y is the angle formed by the normal of the two interacting
platelets and r0 is the contact distance for the T-bond
configuration (see Fig. 2a). The value of attraction at contact
(E) is chosen to match the patchy attraction term so that

T-bonded configurations are those of minimum energy (see
Methods). In essence, platelets interact with Vtot¼VrepþVatt (see
Fig. 2b), where the attraction (Vatt¼VpatchyþVlr) plays the role
of a higher order term in the multipole expansion of the charge
distribution on each Laponite platelet.

In Fig. 2c, we report the static structure factors Ssim(Q) between
the platelets centres of mass calculated within MC simulations
for Vtot at the experimental number density as a function of
reduced temperature, T*¼ kBT/E (where T is the temperature and
kB the Boltzmann constant). The decrease of temperature
produces an effect on Ssim(Q) that is qualitatively similar to the
behaviour observed in experiments (Fig. 1n). Indeed previous
works35 have suggested that increasing waiting time can be
regarded as a decrease of T*, mimicking aging evolution. We see
that, in simulations as in experiments, the structure factor peak
moves to larger values of Q and the low Q signal increases upon
decreasing T*.

We stress here that our model is still a very crude one with
respect to the real Laponite–Laponite interactions. Hence, this
should be used as a guidance for physical insights of the main
mechanisms driving the experimental behaviour. Indeed, without
relying on the particular choice of Equation 2 the same qualitative
results can be obtained by using the quadrupolar model of
Dijkstra et al.34 in addition to Vrep (Supplementary Fig. 3 and
Supplementary Note 3). Surely more sophisticated efforts23,36 will
be needed in the future to reproduce the experimental data at a
more quantitative level. Nonetheless, our simple model made by
an electrostatic screened repulsion plus an orientational long-
range attraction allows us to interpret at microscopic level the
observed glass–glass transition. At the studied concentration, a
few hours after sample preparation, platelets feel essentially a
strong electrostatic repulsion due to the net excess negative
charge on their surface (Wigner glass). Despite the system being
arrested, some small rattling and, most importantly, adjustments
of the relative orientations are possible, so that after some time tc

the system, still within the non-ergodic state, rearranges acquiring
a T-bond driven orientational order. This is stabilized by a long-
range orientational attraction, which does not allow the system to
melt any longer upon dilution. To visualize the local organization
of platelets we show in Fig. 2d,e typical simulation snapshots at
two different T*, where we have coloured platelets according to
the relative orientation to the central one. A large set of mutually
orthogonal platelets is present at low T* (see Fig. 2e), which
extends beyond first neighbours. However, not all neighbour
platelets are orthogonal to each other, since there is a coexistence
of several patterns of mutually orthogonal platelets (a sort of
antinematic regions), thereby generating the glassiness of the
samples and the absence of nematic order. It is important to
stress that in the simulations we do not find evidence of large
clusters of platelets: indeed only about 10 % of them are engaged
in contact (patchy) bonds. Platelets thus remain largely
disconnected as in the Wigner glass case but develop a long-
range order preferentially along orthogonal directions with
respect to their nearest neighbours (Supplementary Fig. 4 and
Supplementary Note 4). This is in agreement with the position of
the experimental SM(Q) peak which saturates at long times to
around QB0.2 nm� 1, a value still much smaller than that
corresponding to the house of cards connected structure23. These
findings allow us to identify the novel type of orientational glass
observed at large waiting times as a Disconnected House Of Card
glass.

Discussion
In the present work, we have reported evidence of a glass–glass
transition: a translational Wigner glass makes a spontaneous
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transition with waiting time in a new partially orientationally
ordered DHOC glass. We have proposed that the latter is
stabilized by orientational attractions between clay platelets
arising from their heterogeneous charge distribution. This
hypothesis is confirmed by results of computer simulations of
disks interacting both with competing repulsion and orientation-
dependent attraction. This complex structure with mutually
orthogonal platelets within a disordered matrix indicates a partial
orientational order. With respect to the attractive glass previously
identified at large ionic strength26, the DHOC glass builds from a
previous Wigner glass and maintains its microstructure with
platelets relatively far from each other. Indeed, S(Q) does not
show the typical feature of an attractive system, for example, a
growth at low wave vectors. Thus, the average distance between
platelets remains largely dictated by the long-range repulsion. On
the contrary, we expect that the addition of salt, necessary to
obtain an attractive glass in ref. 26, would also affect this
structure, creating a connected network of platelets. Therefore, in
the DHOC glass, platelets cannot modify significantly their
interparticle distance but can adjust their mutual orientations in
order to minimize the energy through preferred T-shaped
configurations. Hence, while the two attractive glasses reported
here and proposed in ref. 26 share the same mechanism of
attraction, due to the face-rim electrostatic attraction, their
characteristics such as structure and rheological properties should
be rather different. In this respect, it will be important to assess
how the glass–glass transition is affected by adding salt and by
changing clay concentration. It would be very interesting in the

future to systematically investigate the transition and the
conditions by which it may also be speeded up and/or
disappear. Another way that seems promising to characterize
the transition is the study of the role of rotational and
translational dynamics. Recent studies37,38 have shown a
decoupling between the two degrees of freedom in the early
glass, which could be important in the subsequent evolution
towards the partially ordered glass.

The occurrence of the DHOC glass opens also another set of
questions regarding the connection with previously reported
nematic order22,24,39–41. Such nematic states should now be
revisited to identify whether there could be more than one
nematic axis or whether the formation of a nematic state
completely destroys the T-shaped configurations.

Finally, we expect that the found glass–glass transition could be
a generic feature of heterogeneously charged or patterned18

systems with competing attractive–repulsive electrostatic
interactions when driven out-of-equilibrium towards an arrested
state. The practical importance of our findings for technological
applications could be twofold. On one hand, the knowledge of the
microstructure is necessary when a fine control of the local order
at the microscopic scale is relevant for the mesoscopic scale, as for
example in transport processes through an amorphous matrix. On
the other hand, the observation of a glass that spontaneously
transforms in time without external change of any control
parameter (clay concentration, salt concentration, pH,
temperature and so on) needs to be taken into account for
assessing the long term stability of the amorphous materials.
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Figure 2 | Simulated static structure factor of Laponite suspensions and snapshots. (a) Cartoon representing two interacting Laponite platelets.

(b) Interaction potential between Laponite particles: top Yukawa repulsion, bottom attraction for orthogonal platelets (y¼ 90�). (c) Simulated static

structure factor of platelets interacting via electrostatic repulsion and a long-range orientational attraction at fixed Cw¼ 3.0 % on varying attraction

strength. This mimics the effect of time taking place in the aging of Laponite suspensions, producing a qualitative similar behaviour for the structure factors

as in the experiments. (d,e) Three-dimensional snapshots of MC simulations of a shell of platelets of width 10s around a central one (blue platelet) to

highlight orientational order that is measured by the relative angle y according to the colour bar. Red platelets are almost orthogonal to the central one,

while white ones are almost parallel. (d) Snapshot at T*¼ 1.0: the orientations are completely random and orthogonal platelets can be found or not

(as in the example). (e) Snapshot at T*¼0.24: a relative order in the orientation develops which evolves even to the second neighbour shell, while the

number of nearby platelets with different orientations decreases. Note that the box shown is only a part of the total box and that the number density of

platelets is the same in the two snapshots.
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Methods
Laponite sample preparation. Laponite RD suspensions were prepared and sealed
in a glove box under N2 flux to avoid samples degradation23. The powder,
manufactured by Rockwood Ltd, was firstly dried in an oven at T¼ 400 �C for 4 h
and it was then dispersed in pure deionized water at salt concentration
CsC10� 4 M, stirred vigorously for 30 min and filtered soon after through 0.45 mm
pore size Millipore filters. The origin of the waiting time (tw¼ 0) is the time of
filtration of the suspension. The same identical protocol has been strictly followed
for the preparation of each sample, fundamental condition to obtain reliable and
reproducible results23. All our samples after a few minutes reach a constant value of
pHC10, as measured in42,43. At this pH the rim charges are positive44. Indirect
evidence of the existence of positive rim charges is the occurrence of phase
separation in the absence of salt for low concentration samples6. The rejuvenated
sample has been obtained by refluidifing a glassy sample by applying a shear with a
syringe. The rejuvenation time tR is the time elapsed between sample preparation
and application of the shear. Samples were placed and sealed in 2.5 cm diameter
glass bottles for dilution experiments, in 2 mm diameter capillaries for both XPCS
and SAXS measurements and on the plate of the rheometer for rheological
measurements.

Dilution. For the dilution experiment, a solution of coloured water with Rhoda-
mine B at a concentration 10� 6 M with the same volume as that of the Laponite
solution is added to the arrested (colourless) sample at clay concentration,
Cw¼ 3.0%. We have verified that the addition of the dye does not affect the results
performing the same experiment in absence of colourant30.

XPCS. XPCS measurements were performed at the ID10A beamline at the ESRF in
Grenoble, France using an incident partially coherent X-ray beam with energy fixed
at 8 keV. A series of scattering images were recorded by a charged coupled device
and the ensemble averaged intensity autocorrelation function

g2 Q; tð Þ ¼ I Q;t0ð ÞI Q;t0 þ tð Þh iph i
I Q;t0ð Þh iph i2 , where /...Sp is the ensemble average over the detector

pixels mapping onto a single Q value and /...S is the temporal average over t0, was
calculated by using a standard multiple t algorithm45.

SAXS. SAXS measurements were performed at the High Brilliance beam line
(ID02) at ESRF using a 10 m pinhole SAXS instrument. The incident X-ray energy
was fixed at 12.6 keV. The form factor F(Q) was measured using a flow-through
capillary cell. SAXS data were normalized and the scattering background of
water was subtracted. The measured structure factor has been obtained as
SM(Q)¼ I(Q)/F(Q). The peak positions shown in the inset of Fig. 1n have been
determined by performing a gaussian fit in the range 0.14–0.20 nm� 1 for the
samples 1.8, 2.7 and 3.2 days and in the range 0.15–0.22 nm� 1 for the samples 3.7,
3.8 and 4.6 days.

Rheological measurements. Oscillatory rheological measurements were per-
formed with a MCR302 Anton Paar rheometer in a plate–plate geometry in con-
trolled normal force configuration and with shear stress s¼ 0.5 Pa.

Simulations. Each platelet is modelled as a hard rigid disc composed of 19 sites on
a hexagonal mesh, inspired by ref. 33. Each site is a hard-sphere of diameter s so
that overlap between different sites is forbidden. A comparison with Laponite fixes
s¼ 5 nm. We have simulated 200 platelets in a cubic box at fixed number density
(2.4� 10� 5 nm� 3), whose value coincides with the experimental one.

The sites on the disk interact via a Yukawa potential (Eq. 1) whose strength is
A ¼ (Zexe)2/19E0ER, where Zex is the site excess (average) negative charge on the
platelet surface, e the elementary charge and E0,ER the dielectric constants
respectively of vacuum and of water. The values of the Debye length l¼ 9 nm and
Zex¼ 15 e are chosen by comparison with the experimental structure factors in the
Wigner glass regime (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Note 1) and then
kept fixed throughout, as the experiments are carried out at fixed salt
concentration. An attractive patchy contribution is added by decorating each
platelet with five sites, three located symmetrically on the rim and two on the two
opposite faces of the central hard sphere. Site–site attraction acts only between rim
and face sites and is modelled as a square well term, with range sp¼ 0.1197s and
depth E¼ 1. The addition of a simple patchy attraction is not sufficient to
reproduce the behaviour of the experimental structure factors, as shown in
Supplementary Fig. 2, and discussed in the Supplementary Note 2.

The addition of the long-range orientational attraction is made in such a way
that it extends the patchy contribution to longer distances. Hence, the orientational
strength is chosen to match the patchy attraction at contact, corresponding to
r0¼ 3sþ 2sp, when platelets are orthogonal (that is, cos(y)¼ 0) (see Fig. 2a). In
order to ensure that T-bonded configurations are those of minimum energy, long-
range orientational attraction only takes place when r4r0 (that is, outside of the
patchy well). The absence of attraction for smaller r was also adopted by Dijkstra
et al.34 to avoid an unphysical contribution of overlapped platelets. The latter can
only be included in a proper way once discrete opposite charges are explicitly taken
into account36.
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